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Law Students Get Lucky At Casino Night
High rollers take over law school for night offun and games courtesy of P SF
byBobFord

The event was Co-Chaired by Kara
Driscoll, 3L, and Robert Davis, 3L.
The Public Service Fund held their
D ue to Virginia law prohibiting gamannual Casino Night fund raiser on Friday bling, the "money" could only be used at
October 20.
the tables and not for the au tioning off of
From8 p.m until midnight the lobby of door prizes. Instead, each paying guest
the law school was transformed into a had his or her name entered in the door
game room with chips and money chang- prize drawing. This year's prizes included
ing hands at a furious pace.
four tickets to Busch Gardens and greens
Around 70 guests came to try their luck fees for golfatFord's Colony, as well as 16
at blackjack, poker, craps, and the roulette other prizes.
wheel. Attendees were given a cup full of
T he event raised over $700 to help PSF
chip and "money" to use at the various provide stipends during the summer for
tables. At the end of the night a pile of law tudents who take unpaid public intermoney or chips could boost your ego, but est or public service jobs. Each student is
it would do nothing to help pay for your awarded $2500.
book.
However, the money rai ed was not as
Over 2S olunteers made the night much as in past years.
possible by helping to transform the lobb
" I think the fact that Fall from Grace was
into a mini Las Vegas. selling tickets, and the next night had something to do with the
a ting a dealeJ;"s at the tables .
Imver attendance," explained co-chair Kara
Five lawschool professors also helped Driscoll. "That's something we will have
orl<. the tab\e~ , inC\uuin't!, Mol.\temo and to remember when we -pick a date for next
year," she said.
Levy.
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"Pro{essor MoUterno teaches a few young dogs some old tricks at the ca rd ta bie.

Moot Court Members Chosen
Bushrod
Tournament
Ends

by Carollyn Jackson
The Bushrod T. Washington Tournament ended October 22 with Scott Maule,
as petitioner. prevailing in his oral argument against Mark Rics to secure the top
ranking on the William and Mary Moot
Court team.
•
Ninety six people began the seventeen
day tournament on October 5 with a total
of 32 competitors making the final cut for
the team after the Round of64 on October
10. The five subsequent rounds were for
the purpose of assigning rankings within
the team.
The final · round of competition was
argued in front of a panel of five judges.
Judge Lydia Calvery Taylor, ChiefCircuit Judge in orfoll<; Judge H . incent
Conway, Jr. , Circuit Court judge in e\ port News;Judge VonL. Piersall Jr., Circuit
Court Judge in Portsmouth; Llezelle
Dugger, Esq., from the Charlottesville Office ofthe Public Defender; and Leonard C.
Heath, Jr., from Jones, Blechman, Wolty &
Kelly in ewport News heard arguments
from the fmalists.

Judge Piersall acted as Chief Judge for
the final Bushrod round.
The Busruod Tournament determines
the members ofthe Moot Court team on the
basis of the skill they display in one-onone oral advocacy. T he rounds are structured to be irnilar to appellate court
argument , with a panel of judges asking
questions of the competitors as they
present their arguments.
Attention is paid not only to the quality
of the argument, but also to the other
refinements of appellate pra tice, such as
deference to the judges, ability to keep on
track despite the judges ' questions, speaking tone, and presentation.
This year's problem addressed a high
school's punishment of a student for
speech he posted on his internet web-site.
Earl Morrison was a technologically
savvy tenth grader who created an antiSemitic web-site on his own time and with
his own materials . He told one other student about the web-site, but did not mention it otherwise to his on-campus peers.
Another student accessed the web-

site from a high school computer lab, and
printed out a copy of it. A teacher who saw
the hard copy version of the web-site was
concerned about the speech. shut down
the computer, and called the principal.
In response. the principal called
Morrison into hi office. had him access
the web-site at the principal's computer.
and then suspended him for eleven days
upon conf1l1lling the content of the website. In addition, the principal \\-Tote a letter
ofreprimand to be placed in Morrison 's

permanent file and required him to at1end
a diversity workshop.
Other students at the school were concerned about the speech on the web-site,
resulting in the disruption of severa l
classes while teach,ers addressed the topic
I
of racism.
The principal also held a voluntary
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u.s. Supreme Court Justice Breyer
M€~ dallion

To Receive Marshall- Wythe

Law school recognizes justice's distinguished career with its highest honor
By Katie Riley

On Friday morning, Justice Breyer will
meet with a small group of students over
Supreme Court Associate Justice . breakfast. He will then tourCourtroom21,
Stephen Breyer will be on the William & meet with faculty, and visit with another
Mary campus November 9th and 10th to . small group of students over lunch.
receive the law school's most prestigious
Justice Breyer will also attend the Instiaward, the Marshall-Wythe Medallion.
tute of Bill of Rights Law Symposium on
The Marshall-Wythe Medallion is an "The Federal Appointments Process," to
annual a ward to a distinguished member of be televised by C-SP AN.
the legal community, either nationally or
Breyer was born August 15, 1938 in San
internationally. The law school faculty Francisco, California. He receivedhisAB
selects the recipient each year, making from Stanford University in 1959 and resure to rotate the nominees through three ceived his LLB in 1964 from Harvard Law
categories: judges, law professors, and SchooL
practicing attorneys.
Like recent visitor Chief Justice WillJustice Breyer was the 1999-2000 re- iam Rehnquist, Justice Breyer clerked for
cipient of the Medallion, and was sched- a Supreme Court justice when he was
uled to visitthe law schoolin January 2000. younger, working for Associate Justice
However, due to a harsh winter in Arthur J. Goldberg from 1964-1965.
Williamsburg and Breyer's contraction of
Breyer has also taught law throughout
a severe case of the flu, the presentation of his career in public service. He was on the
his award was postponed until this falL
faculty at Harvard Law School from 1967Breyer will receive the Medallion at a 1980, working with the John F. Kennedy
dinner in his honor on Thursday, Novem- School of Government for the last three
ber 9th.
years.
From4: 15 to 5:00 PM that same afterHe also taught law internationally as a
noon, Justice Breyer will meet with stu- . visiting professor at the College of Law in
dents and faculty in a question and answer Sydney, Australia in '1975, and more resession that will be televised by C-SP AN. cently at the University of Rome in 1993 .
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Editorial Policy
The letters and opinion pages of The Amicus are dedicated to all
student opinion regardless of form or content. The Amicus reserves
the right to edit for spelling and grammar, but not content.
Letters to the Editor may not necessarily reflect the opinion of
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Breyer held varied legal positions prior
to his Supreme Court appointment, entering federal government service as Special
Assistant to the Assistant Attorney Generalfrom 1965-1967.
After that, he acted as Assistant Special Prosecutor in the Watergate Special
Prosecution Force in 1973; Special Counsel to the U.S . Judiciary Committee, Subcommittee on Administrative Practices
from 1974-1975; and then as ChiefCounsel
to the U.S. Judiciary Committee from 19791980.
Breyer was elevated to the bench in
1980 when Presidentl immy Carternominatedhimfor a position on the U.S. Court
of Appeals for the First Circuit. He was
ChiefJudge of the First Circuit from 19901994. It was in 1994 that President Bill
Clinton nominated Breyer to fill a vacancy
on the United States Supreme Court.
Breyer' s hobbies include bicycling,
jogging, cooking and reading.
The law school faculty members have
already selected the 2000-200 1 recipient of
the Marshall-Wythe Medallion.
Morris Dees, the chief trial counsel of
the Southern Poverty Law Center located
in Montgomery, Alabama, is slated to be

Bushrod
Results
New

Moot

Court

the next recipient
Dees is reknowned for his fight against
racial and religious bigotry. He has reportedly been the target of hate mail and death
threats for many years because of his
commitmc~nt to securing equal rights for all
through tbe justice system
One of Dees's most famous cases involved a suit against the United Klans of
America, then one of the largest and most
powerful racist organizations in the country, on behalf of a black Alabama woman
whose son had been brutally murdered
because of his race.
In a nationally-heralded triumph for
Dees, the court held the United Klans
responsible for the murder and awarded
the bereaved mother a multimillion dollar
judgment. This bankrupted the Klan and
put it out of business.
Dees is expected to visit MarshallWythe this coming fall to receive the Medallion.

Tournalllent
AI~e
In
Members

after school assembly to address the issues raised by the web-site that conflicted
with a other after school activities.
Finally, students were concerned that
Morrison would harm Jewish students in
the school, and formed a club to promote
unity within the school.
Morrison filed a lawsuit against the
school alleging that the Wythe School
District violated his First Amendment right
to free speech.
The District Court ruled in favor of the
school district on the basis that the website was on-campus speech and subject to
school discipline. The court further held
that disciplining Morrison was appropriate because the speech caused a substantial disruption of the school.
On appeal, the United States Court of
Appeals for the Fourteenth Circuit (as
mythical as the State of Wythe) reversed
and found the suspension of Morrison to
be unconstitutional.
The U.S. Supreme Court then granted
cert on three issues: whether the speech
was on campus or not, whether the school

continued

. from

p.l

could discipline a student's off campus
speech, and, finally, whether the school
could discipline a student because the
speech caused a substantial disruption of
the operation of the schooL
The new Moot Court team members
are: Ayauly Ainashbekova, Jonathan
Arena, Seth Askins, Gregory Bane, John
Bagwell, Henry Burt, John Coughlin,
Aimme Dismore, Michael Dry, William
Efrid, Stephanie Fichter, Ben Fitzgerald,
Sam Franck, Kari Lou Frank, James Hess,
Carole Hirsch, Andy Howell, JammieJackson, Stepehn Keane, Amy Lamoureux,
Courtney Malveaux, Sandy Mastro, Scott
Maule, Shannon McClure, Eric Nakano,
Melissa Newton, James Parrett, Mark Reis,
Lesley Roberston, Holly Shaver, Stephen
Thibodeau, Mile Uhler, Ken Whitehurst,
and Jennifer Worley.
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Federal Appointments And The Presidential
Election Featured In Upcoming IBRL Events
ByKatieRiley
The Institute of Bill of Rights Law has a number of
activitiescoming up in the next few weeks. Some of these
events iIic1ude:

will also be in attendance as will several other non-law
school practitioners. C-SP AN will televise the event. The
symposium is scheduled for 2:00 P.M. in the McGlothlin
Courtroom

November 10th
In continuation of the law school year-long celebration of the 200th anniversary of Justice Mimhall's appointment to the Supreme Court, on Friday, November
10th, there will be a scholarly symposium on "The Federal
Appointments Process." The symposium will examine
the way in which federalj udges (at all levels) and executive branch officials are appointed and confirmed. The
symposium will feature four speakers: Professor Erwin
Chemerinsky of the University of Southern California,
Professor Chris Eisgruber from New York University,
Professor David Strauss of the University ofChicago, and
William and Mary's own Pmfessor Michael Gerhardt.
Professor Gerhardt's new book, The Federal Appointments Process, will be featured during the discussion.
The visiting U.S . Supreme Court Associate Justice Breyer

November 10th
The Institute ofBill of Rights Law Student Division is
benefitting from the popularity ofthe IBRL' s symposium
on federa l appointments. One of the visitors to the
symposium, Charles Ehrlich, will tell students about his
career at the Claims Resolution Tribunal in Zurich, Switzerland. The Tribunal resolves claims against dormant
Swiss bank accounts from the World War II era. Most of
these claims are from the families of Jews killed in the
Holocaust. The International Law Society and Professor
Malone's Public International Law class are co-sponsoring the event. Members of the law school community are
invited to join the discussion at 11 :30 in Room 124.

the Washington Post will speak on "Reflections on the
Election of2000." Mr. Broder is visiting the law school in
conjunction with a visit to the undergraduate college. Mr.
Broder will hold the College's inaugural Hunter Booker
Andrews Distinguished Fellowship in American Politics.
With the upcoming election predicted to be the closest
contested since 1960 when John F. Kennedy beat Richard
Nixon by a mere 118,574 votes, it is worth noting that
Broder began covering politics during that 1960 election,
and has covered every national election and convention
since then.

OCpp l\.nd ILS

Sponsor Annual
In
Careers
Student Division InternationalLaw
Running At P a n e I
November 15th
After ElectionDay, political reporter David Broder of

A BA
Up
M a r s h a ll-Wyth e
by Pamela S. Jenkins

After a nearly ten year hiatus, Marshall-Wythe again
has an ABA student representative .
First-year student Maggie Carr isserving in that capacity and pushing for more ABA involvement from other
students.
"I'm working with other organizations nowto promote
community involvement," she said. "The ABA wants to
stress that you don't already have to be a lawyer to start
giving back."
The hope, she says, is that students will continue to
be involved in their communities once they are lawyers.
Students also stand to gain a great deal from ABA
membership, according to Carr.
Many companies, including Dell Computers, Hertz
Rent-a-Car and IBM give studnets who are members
discounts on their products. There are also discounts on
the PMBR class, BARBRI deposit and airline tickets.
Perhaps more in1portantly in Carr's estimation, is the
opportunity to network with current practitioners by
attending conferences and serving as vice-chairs of committees.
"You get to know your future bosses and colleaugues,"
Carr said, "and make important contacts in your areas of
interest. "
Scholrships, externships, internships and writing competitions with cash prizes are also available to student
members.
Other member benefits include access to Emplawyernet
to conduct free job searches online, as well as access to
online legal lectures.
Membership in the law student division costs $20. In
addition, there are 25 sections of the ABA, each focusing

byCaroUyn J ackson
OCPP and the International Law Society held the
annual Careers in International Law panel on October 11 .
Three alums were invited to talk about their current
positions, what they have done since graduating from law
on a different area of the law.
school, and tips for students who are int«rested in getting
For an additional fee, students can join any section into international law. Topics included money and time
that interests them These additional fees vary. Interna- requirements (more money is made with firm jobs, but the
tional Law, the most expensive section according to Carr, hours are better ip. public service jobs), the necessity of
costs an extra $15 to join, while joining the Business Law language skills (some jobs require specific language
section is free through the end of the year.
skills, but there are many opportunities to work in interAnother upcoming project on which Carr is working national law without a second language) , and the various
is an ABA program called the Volunteer Income Tax ways the speakers obtained their jobs.
Assistance program, or VITA.
Richard Chovanec '83 , works for the federal governAround tax time, participating student members help ment, one of the nation' s largest employers. He is an
members ofthe community prepare their income tax forms attorney with the U .S. Customs Service in the headquarunder the supervision of attorneys.
ters office of the Customs Service in Washington, D .C.
The ABA also provides competitive opportunities for Most of his duties involve working with foreign governstudents to hone practical skills they will need as lawyers. ments and with other U.S. government agencies on cusEach year the ABA sponsors a Negotiation Competition, toms-relatedmatters.HehasanLL.M. fromtheGeorgetown
a National Appellate Advocacy Competition, and a Client University Law Center, where he is now an adjunct
COUl1Seling Competition for members. There are three professor oflaw for two courses in customs-related law.
levels in each competition: intraschool, regional and
Panelist Sanjoy Bose '92, works in the project fmance
national.
and technology practice group of the DC office of Akin,
Marshall-Wythe recently cOV1pleted its intraschool Gump, Strauss, Hauer & Feld. His practi e includes the
Negotiation Competition and selected two teams of two development and financing oflarge infrastructure projects
members each to send to the upcoming regional compe- around the world.
tition.
The final speaker, Rebecca Eichler, '98, talked about
Courtney Malveaux and David Shewchuck comprise the pros and cons of practicing public serVice law. She
one team, Amy Demski and Steven carling comprise the was the Draper's Scholar Dor her class and obtained her
other.
LLM in International HUIllimRights. She practices irnn1iCarr encourages anyone interested in joining the gration law as a staff attorne with Hogar Hispanio, part
ABA to contact her for more information.
of Catholic Charity Services, in Northern irginia.
"There are so many opportunities," she said. "There's
During the reception which followed, students were
definitely something for everyone."
ble to speak one-on-one Vv1th the alums. Each offered to
speak with other students about international law careers
should they have more questions . Anyone who is interested can contact OCPP to get the contact information for
the appropriate speaker.
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Faculty Decision to Keep lL's offofJournals Spurs Debate
Dean

Defends

To: Members of
Bill of Rights Journal
Environmental Law and Policy Review
Journal of Women and theLaw
Law Review
From

Taylor Re veley

I wTite to tell you about a faculty deciion concerning membership of 1L' s on
our law journals. As a matter of academic
policy, the faculty has voted not to permit
such membership, starting next academic
year. Thus IL's now on journals are
"grandfathered" -- they may continue to
serve this academic year. Next fall, ho\vever ,journal membership ",.'ill be limited to
second and third-year law students.
Three reaso;'s for this decision \vere
especially important to the fa ulty: (1) a
belief that many students in their frrst year
of law school do not have enAlgh legal
knowledge and experience to work with
the accuracy and sophistication essential
for journals; (2) reports from reference
librarians that many 1L' s, while cite-checking for journals, need unusual aid and
comfort, because they are trying to do
work beyond their knowledge and experience; and (3) a concern that some IL 's are
joiningjoumals 1argely to a aid a possible
competitive disadvantage with their peers
and potential employers.
Two other points: First. it's clear that
1L' s have been important to journal operations. Their absence starting in 2001/02
will create staffmg problems that cannot
be ignored. I 'mcommitted to frnding solutions. In my view, there are remedies that
don't involve using people "new to the

Decision Journal Editor Criticizes Decision Process

law" for substantive legal work. For instance 3L staff members can do more than
has been the norm in recent years, and the
Law School should provide more secretarial support for our journals.
Second, it's important to recognize that
there was too little "before the fact" consultation with student about the decision
in question, especially consultation with
journal leaders who 're working very hard
to produce excellent products and <; ho
understandably want to be heard in detail
about matters affecting their staffrng. Part
of my job is to anticipate when consultation in detail is needed. I was asleep at the
switch in this instance. We will do better
on any future issues affectingjournals. No
such issues loom on the horizon.
There have been productive "after the
fact" conversations involvingjournalleaders, faculty advisers, the Vice Dean and
me. These conversations will continue
until we resolve the staffrng problem
caused by removing IL' s from the work
force next year.
TaylorReveJey

Sound Off Your Opinion
The Amicus welcomes any and all submissions as Letters to the Editor. The subject
can be something about the Law School or
it can be some issue you just wish to share
your opinion on. The Amicus maintains a
policy of publishing Letters unedited, that
means we won't even change any typos, so
spell check before you tum your letter in.
Letters can either be dropped in our hanging
file, on disk if you can, or emailed to us at
"amicur@mail.wm.edu" .

Dear Editor,
tions and conc.em s since we were told the
The faculty of the law school recently process was just begirming.
Following the meeting, no efforts were
and quietly voted to prohibit law students
I fromjoining a lawjournalintheirfrrst year made to solicit input from any other memoflaw school. As the Editor-in-Chief ofa bers of the student body, and students
I law journal that currently accepts frrst- were not informed that the faculty vote
I' year students as part of our staff I am was going to be held on October 12. Since
wTiting to express my criticisms of this that vote, the editors-in-chiefofthe three
I decision and the process by which it \vas journals have had a very producti ve meeting with Dean Reveley and our faculty
reached .
I The Bill ofRights Journal has always advisors. At that meeting, we were proallowed capable 1Ls to participate as staff vided with a better understanding of the
members. There are many valid reasons for faculty's reasoning, and I see merit in
allowing 1L participation that benefrt both many of the argmnents that support their
the first-year students involved and the fmal decision. Further, I appreciated the
journal of which they are an integral part. suggestions we got at that meeting about
. Our fust-years are generally among the better utilizing our 3L members and creatI most diligent. reliable, and enthusiastic ing an environment that insmes each jourstaffmembers. Our I Lmembers are excited na I member is truly committed to his or her ·
about being on our journal and don't face journal responsibilities. A meeting like
thepressurethatmanyofour2Lmembers this would have been mOre appropriately
face with their job searches and various scheduled before the faculty vote.
other obligations. I L participation on the
This decision is one that should have
' Journal also helps to build institutional either been made by the students, or at the
i knowledge and is valuable to the editors as very least with substantial student input.
they come across the various challenges There were several options that could
inherent in the administration of the pub- have been pursued that wou ld have inlication process.
sured fair process in this dec ision. The
Being a member of a joumal is also a facu lty could have informed the student
positi\'e experience for alL student that body at large that tIlis decision was under
\ provides the student not only with a jump- consideration, or at least informed the
start on many important skills, but also journal representatives when the were
withanetworkof2Ls and3Ls that can help planning to Yote so that we could have
them through common fust-year an;xieties. solicited student response fi-om those \vho
At the same time, 1L membership on a felt they had something to contTibute. A
journal, or lack thereof, does not set a panel of stud ents could have been instudent at a decided advantage or disad- cluded either in the faculty discllssion
vantage in comparison to other student s. prior to the vote. or in the vote itself.
Some of the Cllrrent editors on the Bill of
This unilateral decision by the faculty
Rights Journal joined their first year, but to prohibit I L participation from the jourmany did not.
nals is a decision that affects the students,
Being a member of a journal does not not the faculty. I do not fee l it was a
negatively impact aiLs legal studies. Our decision that they had the right to make on
I L members that ra te high enough in the our behalf. All the students who attend
editing competition to gain journal mem- this law school are competent adults who
bership are generally those students who are capab le of making their own choices
have already been exposed to situations, about their ability to juggle different activiprior to coming to law school, that enable ties .
them to balance a variety of priori ties at the
This decision also raises alarming imsame time - that is why they are able to plications about student autonomy and
succeed in completing the editing test faculty involvement in extracurricular acwhile balancing the demands of the fust tivities. What is the next decision that will
week oflaw school. Further, our editors are be made by the faculty about how we
very receptive to the needs and concerns spend our time outside of the classroom?
of our staff and have always been willing Though we have -been assured by the
to work with overwhelmed staff members Dean and our advisors that the faculty will
to make sure they do not get bogged down not make this mistake again, my confrin their Journal responsibilities.
dence in our faculty, to make well - ~o nsid
Even more disturbing than the dec i- ered decisions on our beha lf, has been
sion itself, is the process by which it was compromised. I hope that in the future, in
reached: with virtually no}riput from the similar situations, the faculty will proceed
students it impacts. The only student in a way that will restore the trust of the
involvement in this process was a meeting students that are affected hy their decibetween a small committee offacultymem- sions .
bers and a representative of each journal
that allows ILstaffmembers. Ididnotfeel
that my questions and concerns were ad- Kara Driscoll
equately addressed at that meeting but I Editor-in-Chief,
believed, mistakenly, that I would have W illiam and M ary Bill of Rights J ournal
another opportunity to raise those ques-

I
I

I

l

-------------------------------------------------------------------

-
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Reviewers are Less than
By Jessica Norris and Audra Hale
Continuing our tradition of only reviewing comedies, this time we are reviewing Bedazzled, the new Brendan Fraser/
Elizabeth Hurley comedy. A light little
movie (a remake ofa 1960s flick ofthe same
name), this movie was fun; but nothing to
write home about. But we aren't writing
. home, we're writing for your enlightenment, so here it goes ...

crying man, an, urn, limited pro athlete, a
gay author and intellectual, and Abraham
Lincoln (yes, Abraham Lincoln) .
IN: If you are a male person who enjoys
watching female people prancing around
in tight little outfits and low cut tops, this
movie will probably appeal more to you.
E;very scene features Elizabeth Hurley in
such garments . Whether she's in a cocktail dress or devil-red jumpsuit with matching boa, Ms. Hurley struts her stuff as
Beelzebub. She seduces the hapless Elliot
into signing the wishes-for-his-soul contract, then mischievously throws a wrench
into each wish scenario. Oh well, it was all
meant in good fun and that's how it came
across.

AH: I will watch anything with our boy
Brendan in it (including the utterly forgettable The SCOUI), so I insisted that we
review this one. This movie is sort of a
Brendan Fraser showcase since he gets to
do not one role, but six, as he shifts through
several wishes granted to him by the devil
in exchange for his soul. His original
charac ter is Elliot Richards, a dorky com- AH: This is going to be a short review,
puter progranm1er. Fraser also appears as ' because other than the frequent outfit
a Columbian drug lord, a super-sensitive changes by Hurley and the freq uent

D~lzzled

by Bedazzled

changes in personality by Brendan Fraser,
there wasn't too much to it. The ending is
pretty predictable, and the strangely smiling prisoner who turns out to be God is a
little odd, and oddly cast ... Why is he
smiling? Why is he in jail? The basic
message - learning about yourself is the
only way to change your life for the better
- has been done before, but this is a cute
version, made cuter by the affable channof
the lovely Mr. Fraser (NOT Frasier- he is
not pleased with that confusion. On the
other hand, I am not pleased with his wife,
whose name is Arden, but that ' s another
story ... Ha Ha.)
IN: Part ofthe fun of attending this movie
was knowing Audra totally adores Brendan
Fraser (as if you couldn't tell from her
above statement). Surprisingly, she was
very quiet during the movie, amazingly so
considering that one of Fraser's "wish

characters" was suave, well-dressed and
phenomenally great looking. Not so surprisingly, the rest of the people in the
theater (all 5 of them) were equally quiet,
even during the funny parts. While the
movie offered some laughs, itwasn't nearly
as funny as the other flicks I've seen
recently, such as the hilarious Meet the
Parents starring Ben· Stiller and Robert
DeNiro.
All-in-all, the movie was fun, but we
don 't recommend dropping everything and
rushing out to see it. If you have nothing
better to do, and you 're looking for a mildly
amusing flick featuring good looking characters in skimpy attire, you ma want to
consider Beda:::::led.

•
Your A ~Movie to • Avoid:
Urban Legends In
Review
x The
Rant
I
n
b
o
By The Computer Curmudgeon
(Eric Nakano)
A friend recently sent me an email
warning me about a new virus calJed
WOBLER. The email explained that
Microsoft and AOL had jointly released a
\',:arning due to the extreme danger ofthis
\'irus, and then went onto describe the
yirus itself. The WOBLER yirus, I was
infoI111t'd, would aniye as an email entitled
"California," and that ifI didn 't immediately delete the message. it \,,-ould delete
my hard driye. erase my bach.llps, kick my
dog. and insult my grandmother (more or
less) . In concluding, the email told me that
I should forward the message to everyone
I know so word could spread quickly.
Sound familiar? Chances are that if you've
been a regular user of email, you've received this email from someone in the past
few years, or altematively, you've probably received a similar warning about an
email with the title "Good Times." Ifyou've
forwarded either of these emails, then you
have joined the swelling ranks of those
who have been fooled by email hoaxes and
urban legends. But don't feel too bad;
you 're in the majority. Email is a medium
that has eased the spread of urban legends
and misinfoffi13tion faster than ever before, and combined with this ease is a
feeling of trustworthiness of the level typically reserved for publications. This has
led to the explosive spread ofurban legends in the last few years. Here is a partial
list of the many untruths that I 've received,
fairly recently, in my Inbox:
HOUSE BILL 602P, TAXING EMAIL:
Slipposedly this bill, proposed by Congressman Tony Schnell would allow the
Post Office to levy a five cent charge on
each piece ofemail you send, which would
then be collected by your Internet Service

Provider. Of course, there is no Bi1l602P,
and there is no Tony Schnell in Congress .
Furthem10re, there is no proposal currently by Congress to tax email. This hoax
recently cropped up in the news when
Hillary Clinton was asked during a debate
about her opinion of Bill 602P. Fortunately, both she and her opponent, Rick
Lazio, agreed that they are against the bill.
EMAIL TRACKING PROGR.A..'vf:
This email explains that it is part of an
email-tracking program. and that if you
affix your email address onto the list, you
""ill be rewarded when the list reaches a
certain length . This letter is often attributed to Bill Gates, and promises a $1,000
payment. Remember the old adage about
things that sound too good to be true ....
"\ ariations include cash for email forwarding, etc.
CRAIGSHERGOLDffHECANCERKID:
The cancer kid is terminal and his dying
wish is to get into the Guinness Book of
World Records for the most [get-well cards,
business cards, emails.et.J.This is oneof
the oldest urban legends going, originally
spread by letter and fax, and actually has
a foundation in truth. At age seven, Craig
was diagnosed with tefll1inal cancer, and
tried to get into the record books fur the
most get-well cards. He received many
millions oftllem, and made it into the book,
but the record category was later removed
because the hospital continues to receive
millions of cards every year as the call for
greeting cards continues to circulate. On
a positive note, Craig's diagnosis was in
enor, and he has since grown into a healthy
adult. I have yet to receive a plea for a sick
or missing child via email that hasn't turned
out to be an urban legend or email hoax.

By Jessica Norris

IN: Since this will be a politically controversialrant, 1'm lea ving Audra out of it. 1'll
take all of the flack for this one.
Tllis issue 's rant concems Tlte Con tender, a political "thriller" that has been
described as "Oscar quality". Perhaps the
critics are refening to Oscar from The Odd
Couple because this movie reeked. It was
way too long, o\'eracted, and the plot was
yery conyoluted and somewhat confusing. If that "vasn't enough to ruin the
movie. it also included noness ential
scenes and ancillary characters who were
both unnecessary and annoying.
In had to pick my least favorite aspect
of the moyie, I would have to say that it is
the blatantly obvious messages conveyed
by its makers. What are the messages of
this movie? For starters, Democrats are
good, and Republicans are evil. Joan
Allen, who played the Democratic Senator
nominated for Vice President, spewed the
liberal agenda while the Republican Congressman heading her nomination hearing
was portrayed as an evil, umeasonable
and vindictive throwback to the McCarthyera. Isn't it interesting that Dreamworks
released this drivel so close to Election
Day?
An example of the ideals pushed by
those responsible for The Contender is
the Vice Presidential nominee 's goal of

"removing gwlS from every home". Not
only do I ha e to hear this crap from the
overly large mouth of Rosie "screw the
Second Amendment, the only people who
should have. guns are my bodyguards"
O'Donnell, now 1 have to endure it in a
moyie for which I had to pay several of my
hus band's hard-eamed do liars I The C017tellder al 0 fosters unfavorable stereotypes offemale politi ian : either they've
slept their way into power, or they are
liberal gun-grabbers and'or flaming feminazis ""ith no morals. That, topped v.ith
tile movie's inc1o-ion of graphic pomo
clips, its characterization of an overfed
and obnoxious Pr,?sident, and the iaughably absurd ending, make for a not-soenjoyable two-plus hours of movie
viewing. Are the folks at Dreamworks
really trying to pass this off as entertainment? Nah, they just want your vote for
their agenda.
If, after reading this review, you are
repulsed my words and have a strong
desire to make me "see the light" by fIlling
my hanging file with liberal propaganda
and/or hate mail. then The Contender is
probably right up your all . On the other
hand, if you are a free-thinking .American
who is sickened by liberal Hollywood's
endless attempts to influen e our minds
and votes, AVOID THIS MOVIE AT ALL
COSTS!!!!!

L..._ _ _ _ _ _....:..._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- - '

TOUCHED BY AN ANGEL:
No, there is no effort by the FCC to pull
"Touched by an Angel" off the CBS lineup
on religious grounds. If the network ever
pulls the show, I can think of a few dozen
better reasons. . .. This is just the most
recent incarnation of a petition that has
been floating around for a long time. In
fact, the FCC was petitioned to regulate
religious shows based on Establishment

Clause claim, but the issue was settled in
favor of the shows in 19 5. The FCC has
since had to respond hundreds of times to
the petition. See the FCC denial at http://
www.fcc . gov/ mmb / en ffformslrm 2493.htrnl.
9-0 -.[.; Telephone Scam Warning:
This is a \\.'aruing that there is a scam
that a person will call posing as a telephone

See Computers on 11
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Fall from Grace Photos

~~?"OOIIIIiii~~'~

More Clip 'n ' Save Marshall- Wythe Trading Cards! Collect them all!!
Here we will fonn such characters as may be useful in the national councils of our country, Not!!
Check out the Law Schools slate of Presidential Candidates. Who gets
vote?

............
••
•••
•••
••
•••
•••
•

Hey, how you doing.

• Tobacco State Senator •

••••••••••••••••••••••••••

•...........••......
Vote for me.

.....

Free Drinks for all
~
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And Casino Night Photos too!

More Clip 'n' Save Marshall- Wj the Trading Cards ! C7011ect them all!!
Here we will form such characters as may be useful in the national councils of our country, Not!!
Check out the Law School's slate of Presidential Candidates. Who gets your vote?
.~JII._. ~

: .

.JIII.

~ ~.

Charles Gray

III II • • • • • • • • • • • III II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . III II . . . . . . . . . . . ..

.: :

Matt Vrnciguerra

L
. theabovet he board
I Charles is what could be termed II 1M
I att is
Ithepopulous candidateofthis I Ihonestpoliticianofthis group.
Igroup. He has billed himselfas I I He has refused to stoop to the
l anormal guy and has worked I Imud slinging his opponents have
Ihard to meetthe expectations I Iso readily engaged in. However
Ithat go with position. At Fall
I Ihis low key approach has left
I from Grace and otherrecent
I.him lagging behind in the polls.
levents Charles has been demon- I I Attempts to·boost his visiblity
Istratingthat even aPresidential I Ihave only worsened the probI Ilem. His new campaign slogan
Icandidate can have some fun.
IHe say "Hell ifClinton can be I I "Streaking in 2000" has only led
Ipresidentwhynotme?"
I I to numerous arrests for public
I
I I nudity.
I
I I
.

::
•I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

II
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Martin Zerfas

::

Mike Wise

:

. amaster ofthe political •I
II II Mikels
candIdate OfthiS group . More • • "pressing the flesh" technique. •
at ease in the smoky backroomsl • With his easy smile and quick •
then giving a stump speech
• I handshake he meets and greets •
Martin has strong support from I • potential voters and quickly
I
the old line politicians. Ques- • • makes an impression on them. •
tions persist about his can1paign . I He is also welh ersed in keep- •
finances about exactlywh his • • ingmoving so as to maintain that .
campaignrecei\ ed funding from • • first impression and to avoid any •
the tobacco settlement. There I • ofthose pesty questions about •
are also Whisperings about a
• • issues and stuff.
•
habitofwearingwomen's
I.
•
clothing that his campaign has I •
•
stronal denied.
I •
•
. .

Co·

M~lll stheo l~lashlOned

a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . a •••••••••••• a.iii1•••••••••• a • • • • • • • • • • • •
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The rewards of working S~~:t:-~

in ¥ear
awsc 00
tuition!

To su ceed in law school ,YOU need to work smart. The texis.coms.:;
research system is designed to help you work smarter by
rewarding you with relevant information without wasting time,
From September 3 - December 2, 2000, you could
win a full three·year tuition reimbursement and more!

Enter Now at www.lexis.comllawschool
Simply go to the Reward of WorlUng Smarter banner on the
lexis.com l/aws~hool home page to register for the Promotion.
After tbat, each time you ign on to texis.com for your research
projects, you're entered to win! (up ro 5 entries pcrweek}

Enter now for your
chance to WIN!
Over 3,000 awards available

f

Fun Tuition
Grand Prize:

I

--

a fuJI three-year

tuition

reimbursem8fl~

Tuition ReHei
One $1,000 tuition
reimbursement prize awarded
every month at your school!

... 4. '"

t.

_ ..--a..: . _

,~

,r4

Law Books
One $100 American Expt'ess·
Gift Cheque toward book
awarded f!!IIery
week at your school!

reimbu~ement

• up to a maxim um 01 $90,000. Exact amount wiU

De deWmineo by winner's specHic law sdiool

tuition rates.

,,_ . .
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Loose Fish

All

Politics

By Dennis Callahan
One cannot swing a cat by its tail at the
law school nmvadays without hitting a
clowder of academics discussing various
aspe{;ts of the presidential election.. Will
the stench ofClinton's. immorality stick to
AI Gore and if so, will it be offset by a
perception that the impeachment was a
politically motivated Sexual Inquisition?
Will the actuarial tables continue to be
denied and if not, how will the election
impact on the composition and prevailing
philosophy of the Supreme Court? To
these and other posited fur balls Ioffermy
own:

ally identical in their incremental bloating
of the administrative state, this choice is
like that ofArizona death-row inmates who
get to choose their poison-lethal injection or the gas chamber.

It just doesn't matter (in Virginia): Hook

It just doesn't matter II-In the Presidential Debates each candidate tried to differentiate his fiscal philosophy from that of
his opponent. Bush claimed to trust citizens with their own-money over redistributive governnlent programs and pledged
that the fonner would keep more of what
they earn and that the latter would face
funding cuts. ·Gore ' s theme was similar.
This battle of pledges splitting hairs at the
margins ofthe federal budget reminded me
of an argument a poet once made against
the empirical method: . "Some haystacks
don't even have any needle." Medicare,
defense, and interest payments on the
national debt are non-discretionary costs
and already account for three-quarters of
the national budget haystack. And Con-

a poll at dinner the· other night and the
breakdO\\n was: 2 votes for Harry Browne
(Libertarian), 1PatBuchanan(Refonn). 1
G .\\-. Bush (R publican), I Ralph ader
(Greens). Working under the assumption
that \ irginia is an uncontested state for
Bush we all pledged to vote for our favored candidate regardless of the fact that
three of the four candidates receiving a
vote haw no chan\..e of winning.
••. However, the decision is not so easy in
Virginia's senatorial race where incumbent Chuck Robb (D) and George Allen (R)
are running neck-and-neck. No third party
candidates made the ballot. To voters who
view the two major parties as being virtu-

Flavor
By TimEmry
With a lack of new, exciting music on
the scene, I thought it timely to look at the
impending presidential election.
Every four years, the two presidential
candidates try to tell us how important this
election will be to the future of our nation
and similar types of B.S. But to me, this
election is not important at all because
nothing will change after the new president is inaugurated. While I do plan to
vote (as I encourage everyone else to do),
it seems that regardless of whether it is
Bush or Gore, the country will not change.
While the two major candidates and their
parties try to convince us that their ideas
are different and contrasting,.they are remarkablysimilar. Neither Gore or Bush will
look to change the status quo' they will
simplymaintainitwhileimplem:ntingvarious ineffective programs to give the appearance of reform. }\ll the while, the real
problems of this nation will go unaddressed.
ASK YOURSELF: Which candidate
will do anything to help the millions of
homeless people struggling to survive
each day, many of whom are rnilitaiy veterans? NEITHER Isitbecausetheydon't
care oriliat they are too blind to see? Does

(Note to lLs}-Virginia's }"Cong.Dist.is
a Republican "safe seat" held for 34 years
by Herb Bateman (R). Jo Ann Davis will
win, but if you are looking for an extra curricular activity for your third year, why not
run for this House seat? 1,000 signatures
gets you on the ballot & as Davis will likely
run unopposed in 2002, you will get 1520% of the vote.

•
In

Are

National

gress has claimed the last qUarter, proving
with last session's transportation bill its
inability to "just say no" to pork. Can even
the most well-intentioned President make
a meaningful dent in the federal budget? If
not, who can blame citizens for grabbing at
straws by voting along the lines of pure
self-interest?

would be impotent against today's weapons of choice-machetes in Africa and
Molotov cocktails in Israel.

Republocrats-Is it true that the Democrats have co-opted the Republican Party?
One can make a strong case for the proposition that the Democrats set the agenda
and the Republicans differentiate themBillion B:uck Boats--Both candidates selves by offering slightly less to the rewantto increase military spending. Did we cipients of government programs than the
enter a Wllr while I wasn't looking? The Democrats do. Al Gore proposes a $1.00
arguments in favor of increased military increase in the mininmm wage to be phased
spending are shared by both candidates: inovera two-year period; George W . Bush
1) We D<!ed a national missile defense supports the same increase but calls for a
system, and 2) We must have the most three-year phase-in. Gore wants Medicare
technologically advanced and prepared to pay for prescription drugs ; Bush refighting force to protect our interests ·and sponds with a slightly less encompassing
plan. Gore wants to increase Pell grants, so
friends overseas.
does Bush- just not as much. Hearing
The U.S.S. Cole bombing blew holes in these issues "debated" tluough pat, noneach of these arguments. First, a national responsive answers put me in mind of
missile defense system, even if one con- comic Steven Wright's wish to make pairs
cede the shaky premise that one is fea- ofall ew Yorkers who talk to themselves
slble, will uotcombatterrorism 21 "century so that it would appear that people are
threats to the United States ,vill be deliv- conversing.
ered in beaten up pan I vans and $300
fiberglass boats, not by nuclear subma- And tbe winner is ... It is a lot easier to tell
rines and inteIcontinental misSiledelive-ry . a poUsteT fuat you want hange than it i
systems. Second and related, consider our to pull the trigger in the oring boofu when
country s response to the Cole blast-to the economy is chugging along. Though
send all ofour billion dollar ships outto sea by rights this two horse ra e would end in .
and out of range of putt-putt boats. A a tie for second place, .P. Gore gets the
thousand U .S.S. Coles at Ibillion each top spot in a surprisingl easy win.
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itevenreallymatter? The fact remains that between rich and poor in this nation?
they aren't going to do anything about it. NEITIll'~ While Gore may talk about not
Sure, both candidates talk about helping giv4!g big tax breaks to the very rich, his
"working Americans," but what about plan isn't much better than Bush's. Why
those who are so down on their luck.that should they care? They are both members
they can't find employment, let alone liv- ofthattop 1%. The disparity between the
wealthy and the poor is frightening in this
ing quarters.
ASK YOURSELF: Which candidate country. No country that claims to be s.o
will do anything to combat the problems .advanced and civilized should have so
that drug and alcohol abuse have wrought many people living in the edge of survival
on our society? NEITIIER. Sure, they are while the fatcals simplysiton their money,
more than willing to build more prisons and buying bigger and better toys. A serious
lock more people up for a longer amount of effort to redistrIbute the wealth is necestime, but what good is that doing? It is sary to strengthen this country because
startling to learn thitt in some major cities we are only as strong as our weakest link
one out of every four black males are either (as the old saying-goes). However, the
in prison, on parole, or awaiting triaL That phrase <'redistrIbution" is something you
is a ridiculous number of people and nei- will never hear out of the mouth of either
ther candidate cares. Why? Because con- party, for such words are the tools of " evil
victed felons cannot vote, so why would communists'. Nonetheless, thereality is
a rich politician, son ofthe aristocracy care that IDUlch of Westem Europe practices a
about someone who can't vote? Drug and redistnbution plan of one type·or another
alcohol use and abuse accounts for, or is and nobody is calling them communists.
ASK YOURSELF: Which candidate
involved in, nearly all ofthe criminal charges
that defendants fac~ in this nation. Imag- cares that we live in the most violent,
ine how many lawyers, bureaucrats, and murderous nation on the face of the earth?
prison-builders would be out ofa job ifwe NEITIIER Weexecutemorepeopleeach
year in our cryptic form ofstate-sponsored
could curb the wrath of addiction.
ASK YOURSELF: Which candidate is violenoe and terrorism than all of the sogoing to do anything to narrow the gap called "third world" nations that we vilify

..

for doing the same things we do. Handgun .
violence is out of control, and our leaders
seem incapable of understanding that violence begets violence. People from other
nations are frightened to come and visit
the United States because of all the random violence they see seeping from every
corner 0 f this country. When ,vill someone
come along and say that it must stop?
Who will recognize that the 2nd Amendment only pertains to state militias? Who
has the courage to sacrifice and make the
decisions that will truly bring about
change? Cle~rly, she won't come from
either of the two major parties.
What is the solution, how can we better
combat these problems? The answers are
very difficult indeed, but they clearly won't
come from the Democrats or Republicans .
The failure of minor party candidates to
gain adequate exposure in this election
indicates that if a change is to come, the
entire political process needs to be overhauled and opened up. In the meantime
we will suffer, listening to emptyprornises
by politicians that have too much money
and power on the line to make the right and
fair decisions.
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RIGHT

OR WRONG?
By: Your Daddy (Humes Franklin, ID
and Jon Reed
Ten days. That's it. Ten days until
America decides who will serve as President of the most powerful country in the
world. Not surprisingly, Your Daddy is not
without an opinion as to whom we should
elect. So, here it is, a special election article
courtesy of Your Daddy..
Every four years, much of the Nation
joins together in two oft-repeated queries:
Who is the best candidate for president,
and why isn't he running? The short
answer is that Your Daddy is just too busy
wrapping-up his third year oflaw school to
conduct a successful campaign for the
Presidency. (Rest assured, ye of dashed
hopes, Your Daddy has not abandoned
his future plans fora run at the Oval Office).
Nevertheless, Your Daddy will attempt to
shed some light on the two leading candidates in this election, Vice President AI
Gore and Governor George W. Bush.
F or purposes of disseminating his political propaganda, Your Daddy will begin
with a discussion of Vice President AI
Gore, who is essentially the incumbent. If
there is a dominant character trait that
defines Vice President Gore, it is a propensity to stretch the truth. Regardless of
whether it was actually Gore' s medicated
dog that was raising campaign contributions from the White House, Gore has
made enough misleading statements to
cause Ollie North to blush. Although, in
the light ofevents that occurred during the
course ofthe current Administration, Your
Daddy is no longer certain that integrity is
an important characteristic of the United
States President. As such, Your Daddy sat
down to watch the presidential debates
with some (c)old friends. Without recanting either candidate ~ s remarks, or, indeed,
without even delving into the substantive
issues that were discussed at the debates,
it was readilyapparentto Your Daddy that
Al Gore is a bitter man. Itisnowonderthat,
prior to this campaign, Gore had never
spoken more than three words at any given
time-even to Tipper. Gore.apparently has
learned over the course of his life that it's
best if he just keeps his mouth shut, because he doesn't have anything nice to
say. Recognizing that mutes have had a
pretty poor record in past runs for President, Gore's astute political advisors told
him to loosen up a little bit. Unfortunately
for Gore, loose lips sink ships - at least,
when those lips utter nothing but personal
attacks and prevarications.
Running against Vice President Gore Is
Texas Governor George W. Bush. Many

have questioned Governor Bush's ability
to .spell the word president, much less
serve as one. Your Daddy, however, feels
that Dubya is up to the challenge. His
critics have questioned his intelligence,
but Governor Bushrecentlyredeemed himself with an appearance on the David
Letterman show. (It is a little known fact
that, in order to pass muster as an intellectual in the scrutinizing eyes of the American populace, a political candidate must
either graduate from Harvard or make a
funny appearance on the esteemed Late
Night Show. Fortunately for America,
both candidates this year are intellectuals) . For those readers who missed Bush's
performance, one highlight was number
four of the Top Ten First Things I'll Do if
Elected President: Give the Oval Office a
Good Scrubbing. Critics be silenced.
Other Bush critics have voiced concern over the Governor' s apparent past as
a "frat-dog" who enjoyed barley and hops
in copious amounts.
Your Daa9Y, however, thinks this might
be an asset to a presidential candidate,
especially in the area of foreign affairs. As
the most powerful nation on Earth, the
United States deserves to have a President
who can hold his own against the likes of
Vladimir Putin and Tony Blair. Thus, a
potential negative has been turned into a
positive. Still others have stated that
Dubya does not deserve the Presidency
because he is just using his family name
and money to get into office, rather than
working toward the position on his own
merits. Your Daddy wonders whether
these same critics have voiced their concerns in the New York Senate race. In any
event, the Democrats already have the
Kennedys. Your Daddy says it's time we
anoint a royal Republican family here in
America. Yup, Once Dubya is fInished
restoring dignity and honor to the White
House, in eight years his brother Jeb can
step up from Florida and fInish the job of
fInally eliminating the burdensome yokes
of over-taxation and inefficient government programs, while restoring our national defense to its former glory. In short,
Your Daddy endorses Governor G~orge
W . Bush.
Regardless ofwhom you may decide to
vote for in the upcoming election, Your
Daddy encourages all of his readers to
exercise their civic right and go out to vote.
Unless, of course, you plan to vote for
Gore.

..Remember to·Vote on'
Election Day
Tuesday November 7
Vote Early, Vote Often
CODlputer

'Talk

Computers from 6
company employee and ask you to dial 90
followed by the pound sign. Supposedly,
this will then allow the person to dial long
distance calls as you. There is some truth
to this one, but it does not apply at all to
residential telephone users. In fact, it only
applies to businesses whose private branch
exchange (PBX) uses "9" to get an outside
line, in which case you are telling your
switch-to transfer your caller to an outside
line.

HARRYPOTTER,SATANWORSHJPER:
In a classical case of someone missing a
joke, a satirical article about Harry Potter
published in a spoof newsletter, The Onion, has been repackaged into a serious
email warning good Christians everywhere
that Harry Potter is leading to an alarming
rise in Satanism The original article can be
found on The Onion's website at http ://
theonion.com / onion3625 1
harry%5Fpotter.html

CHARLES DREW, DISCOVERER OF BIBUCALLOST DAY FOUND BY NASA
BLOOD PLASMA DIED OF RACISM: This email is a first person narrative deThe legend goes that Charles Drew, an scribing an alleged event at NAS~ where
African-American who discovered plasma scientists plotting satellite trajectories fmd
bled to death because a whites-only, hos- their calculations failing when they fail to
pital would not admit him following a car compensate for the Biblical miracles in
accident. This legend has been widely which God caused time to stand still for a
spread and even published in Time maga- . day, reversed time for forty minutes, etc.
zine. Inreality, despite the immediate care Rest assured that NASA has no need to
by three physicians in the car with him take into account Biblical timekeeping in
during the accident, immediate admission order to launch satellites. .
into a mixed-race hospital, treatment by
three hospital doctors including the a coAt this time, there is no email virus
owner of .the hospital, and at least one circulating that can be spread merely by
blood transfusion, Charles Drew died of reading an email message. Instead, the so
massive injuries sustained when he was called "Love Letter viruS" and others are
partially thrown through the window of nothing more than programs that have
the car, and crushed as the car turned over been attached to an email message, and
can only infect a computer if the email
on him.
attachment is opened. Be extremely careGAY JESUS FILM: While there was a play ful about email attachment:!) ending with
that ran for a while in New York which ".exe," ".vbs," or ".com" as these are extransposed Jesus and the Apostles as gay ecutable programs that will cause your
men in a modern-day Corpus Christi, there computer to perform an action if they are
is no fIlm in the works alleging that Jesus opened . . As a general rule, don't open
and his apostles were gay. You can read email attachments that you weren't exa review of the play on MSN at http:// pectIDg, that aren't reasonably explained
slate.msn.comfBrowserI98%2D 10%2D09/ in the message, or are from people you
don't know.
Browser.asp.
NEAlNPRPETlTION: This is a well meaning petition by students in Colorado that
quickly got out of hand in 1995. You can
read about it at: http://www.unco.edul
petition.html.
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